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32306 USA

The effect of line disorder induced by heavy ion irradiation and of point disorder induced by proton and electron

irradiation on the upper and lower critical points in the vortex phase diagram of YBCO is presented. We find

that dilute line disorder induces a Bose glass transition at low fields which is replaced at the lower critical point

by first order melting at higher fields. Strong pinning point defects raise the lower critical point, while weak

pinning point defects have little or no effect on the lower critical point. The upper critical point is lowered by

point disorder, but raised by line disorder. First order melting is suppressed by point disorder in two ways, by

lowering of the upper critical point only for weak point pins, or by merging of the upper and lower critical

points for strong point pins. The differing responses of the upper and lower critical points to line and point

disorder can be understood in a picture of transverse and longitudinal spatial fluctuations.
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1. Introduction

The superconducting vortex phase diagram is rich in novel phases and phase transitions. The oldest and

best known phase is the vortex lattice, predicted theoretically by Abrikosov’ in the mid- 1950s. Here the

vortices occupy regular positions on a hexagonal lattice, minimizing their mutual interaction energy. In high

temperature superconductors thermal energies are large enough to melt the vortex lattice, forming a novel

vortex liquid over a large portion of the phase diagram. The vortex lattice melting transition and the liquid

phase produce fundamentally new electrodynamics behavior in superconductors. The remarkable effects of

thermal disorder on the vortex lattice have been explored in a wide range of innovative experimental and

theoretical work. For reviews, see Refs 2-6.

The impact of thermal disorder on the vortex lattice is equaled or exceeded by that of quenched disorder.

There is a multitude of disordered solid phases that are expected or observed when random pinning is strong

enough to distort or destroy the lattice. These disordered phases are expected to melt in second or higher order

phase transitions, unlike the lattice which melts in a thermodynamic first order transition. Experimentally, the

effect of disorder is dramatic. Point defects produced by electron’ or proton8 irradiation and line defects

induced by heavy ion irradiation9’10destroy the first order melting transition, shift the irreversibility line, and

introduce pinning into the vortex liquid. Theoretically several types of glass states are predicted. Bragg

glasses” arise from weak pinning which destroys long range order but maintains topological order, vortex

glasses’2 arise from sufficiently strong point pinning, and Bose glasses13arise from pinning by extended defects

like linear heavy ion tracks or planar twin boundaries. The effect of these point and extended defects on the

phase diagram is complex, and a coherent picture of the disordered phases has yet to be achieved.

One of the most interesting features of the vortex phase diagram is the unexpected upper and lower critical

points where the first order melting line is replaced by a second or higher order transition. These critical points

were discovered experimentally and offer a challenge to our basic understanding of vortex behavior. The upper

critical point often occurs in the neighborhood of 10 T in typical clean optimally doped crystals’4 of YBCO, but
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it is highly sample dependent and occurs as low as 3.5 T in some nominally clean crystals.’s In fully

oxygenated crystals, heat capacity experiments’s find the upper critical point as high as 26T and transport

experiments’7 indicate that it can occur above 30 T. More recently, strong evidence for a lower critical point has

been reported from transport, magnetization, and calorimetric experiments. In many nominally clean crystals

the first order signature of melting is lost near Tc, at fields ranging from - 1T (Refs 18, 19, 20) to 500 Gauss

(Ref 8). In twinned crystals with varying degrees of oxygen doping, 21.22tie lower critical point has been

observed at fields of 3-6 T.

The widely varying fields and strong sample dependence reported for the upper and lower critical points

suggest that they are associated with disordered phases induced by pinning. However, the existence of more

than one type of disorder in many crystals used in previous experiments hides a clear correlation of critical point

behavior with pinning defect density and defect geometry. The second or higher order transitions

experimentally observed above the upper and below the lower critical points suggest the existence of glassy

solid phases. The nature of the glassy phases, and their possible relation to the vortex or Bose glasses, remains

unresolved.

In this paper we summarize a series of recent experimentss}’oexploring the response of the upper and lower

critical points to controlled point and line disorder. We find remarkably systematic behavior which provides

new insight into the nature of the critical points and the neighboring disordered phases. We show that line

defects produced by heavy ion irradiation induce a Bose glass state below the lower critical point, and that the

lower critical point itself moves up monotonically in field with the line defect density. In these crystals, the

vortex lattice and Bose glass co-exist in the same sample, separated by the lower critical point. Strong pinning

point defects systematically drive the lower critical point up in field, while weak point pins have little or no

effect on the low field melting behavior. At high field we show that point defects systematically lower the

upper critical point, while line defects raise it.This behavior implies that longitudinal vortex meandering and

entanglement play essential roles in the glassy state above the upper critical point.



2. Experimental design

Our experiments on line and point disorder were earned out on high quality, clean, untwinned single

crystals which showed strong first order melting. The use of crystals that show first order melting over an

extended field range before the addition of pinning disorder ensures that the observed response to added line or

point defects is not affected by competition with pre-existing defects. Controlled disorder was added by

irradiation with heavy ions at Argonne’s ATLAS accelerator, with electrons at Argonne’s Electron Microscopy

Center, and with protons at Western Michigan University’s tandem accelerator. Transport measurements to 8 T

were carried out at Argonne National Laboratory, and to 17 T at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory at

Florida State University. Comparability among the irradiation doses was ensured by successive irradiation of

the same crystal with protons, by successive annealing of the same electron irradiated crystal, or by cleaving a

large single crystal into several pieces which were then irradiated with heavy ions to different doses. This

procedure prevents sample dependence from affecting the results. As we describe below, our experiments

reveal systematic trends in the response of the upper and lower critical points to point and line pinning disorder.

3. Lower critical point

2.1 Line defects

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity in several fields of a crystal irradiated with

1.4 GeV Z08Pb :6+ ions to a dose matching field B4 of 1000 G. The sharp kink in the resistivity typical of first

order melting is seen at intermediate fields. At low fields, however, the kink is absent, indicating the existence

of a lower critical point where first order melting terminates. The lower critical point is seen clearly in the

bottom panel of Figure 1, which shows the temperature derivative of the resistivity at various fields. The sharp

peak riding on a broad background in dp/dT (cross-hatched region in Figure 1) is characteristic of first order
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melting. We define the melting temperature Tm as the high temperature onset of the peak. in dp/dT.

<,
.

Simultaneous resistivity and magnetization measurements23 indicate that this point coincides with the first

nucleation of solid on freezing. The lower and upper critical points are defined by the disappearance of the peak

in dp/dT.

Figure 2 shows the I-V curves of the B~ = 1000 G crystal, taken at 1 Tat the indicated temperatures. The

curves show a smooth evolution from linear behavior in the liquid state at high temperature to non-linear

behavior at low temperature. The nature of the low temperature solid phase is revealed by the scaling behavior

of the I-V curves, shown in the inset. All of the I-V curves collapse onto two curves when plotted in scaled

variables, E/J(T-TB~)V(Z-Z)vs J/(T-TB&v, where E is the electric field and J the current density. This scaling

form is expected for a Bose glass transition,*3 where the power law divergence at the transition is described by

the critical exponents v for the correlation lengths (lL- U(T - TBG)v, 111-l/(T - TBG)zv) and z for the

correlation time (z - lLZ). As the inset shows, scaling is achieved for v = 1.53 and z = 3.37, with TBG = 89.5 K

at 1T. These critical exponents are similar to those obtained for other field values in the B~ = 1000 G crystal,10

and to those obtained for another crysta124with B4 = 1 T. They are comparable to the values observed in Bose

glasses induced by twin boundaries acting as planar pinning defects,25 and to values found in Monte Carlo

simu1ations2bof Bose glasses induced by line defects.

The identification of the solid phase below the lower critical point as a Bose glass introduces a new feature

into the vortex phase diagram: the transition from a Bose glass to a lattice in the same crystal with increasing

vortex density. This phenomenon demonstrates that the effect of disorder can be strongly attenuated with

increasing field, in contrast to the second peak effects in BSSCO and YBCO where increasing field enhances

disorder.2 Physically, the transition from Bose glass to lattice can be understood as a kind of matching field

effect. Below and near the matching field, most vortices occupy randomly placed line defect pinning sites. This

destroys the translational and orientational order of the lattice and induces the Bose glass. As the field

increases, the line pin sites become fully occupied and vortices appear at interstitial positions away from the



pins. These vortices are free to adjust their positions to minimize the intervortex interaction energy. As the

number of interstitial vortices grows with field, the pinning energy favoring the glass saturates while the

interaction energy favoring the lattice continues to increase. At the lower critical point the lattice is suftlciently

well formed to produce first order melting.

Our data at Bq = 50 G, 500 G, and 1000 G (see the inset of Figure 5) show that the position of the lower

critical point increases monotonically with the line defect density, occurring at approximately 40 times the

matching field, 10This rough scaling provides an estimate of the lattice disorder required to destroy first order

melting. In the presence of the line disorder in our experiments, displacement of about 2.5 % of the vortices

from their equilibrium positions is sufficient to destroy first order melting. Alternatively, the scaling of the

lower critical point and the matching field can be viewed as measuring the minimum correlation length needed

for first order melting. When the correlation length exceeds approximately (40)1/2 vortex spacings, first order

melting first appears.

The confluence of first order lattice melting and second order Bose glass melting at the lower critical point

implies a new phase line separating the lattice from the Bose glass in the vortex solid. This line should

terminate at or near the lower critical point, similar to the behavior of the “second peak” and fishtail lines near

the upper critical point. The location of the new line in the phase diagram will indicate the relative stability of

the lattice and Bose glass phases at low temperature.

2.2 Point defects

The effect of point defects on the melting transition is shown in Figure 3, where the temperature derivative

of the resistivity is plotted for fields up to 8 T for the unirradiated crystal and after irradiation with 9 MeV

protons to doses of 1 x 1015 p/cm2 and 1.5x 1015 p/cm2. The inset shows the behavior at low field for the

unirradiated crystal. This crystal shows the first order melting peak at fields below 500 G, the lowest value yet

reported for the lower critical point. 8 With successive irradiations, the lower critical point rises in field,
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qualitatively similar to the effect of line defects. The disappearance of first order melting at low field implies

that the lattice is destroyed by pinning disorder in this region. However, unlike for line defects, the nature of the

disordered state below the lower critical point is not clear. Although it is reasonable to expect a vortex glass

there, we do not find the predicted theoretical signatures of this glassy state for these irradiation doses. At

considerably higher proton doses, above 3x 1016 p/cm2, where the first order transition is suppressed at all

fields, indications of a vortex glass state can be seen.27 The region of stability of the vortex glass in the phase

diagram, its dependence on the strength and density of the point pinning defects, and the possibility that random

point disorder might destroy fwst order melting without producing a vortex glass are major unresolved issues.

The effect of point defects on the lower critical point is not universal. Although proton induced point

defects raise the lower critical point as shown in Figure 3, point defects due to electron irradiation and oxygen

vacancies have little effect. Irradiation with 1 MeV electrons at doses up to 1 x 1019 e/cm2 does not measurably

shift the lower critical point,s although the upper critical point is dramatically lowered as described below.

Similarly, systematic studies 17of the melting line as a function of oxygen stoichiometry show large effects ‘n

the upper critical point but little if any effect on the lower critical point.

The reason for this seemingly contradictory behavior of point defects on the lower critical point lies in their

differing pinning strengths. Comparisons of pinning strength show that proton- induced defects pin the vortex

liquid more effectively than electron-induced defects even when the electron-induced defect density

significantly exceeds the proton-induced density. ZT~SThis difference in pinning strength may arise from a

significant difference in defect size. protons produce not only displaced atoms but also cluster defects29which

are larger than the defects produced by electron irradiation. 28 The larger size of proton induced defects is likely

to make them effective pinners close to Tc where they better match the diverging superconducting coherence

length and vortex core size. This larger pinning strength near Tc is crucial to disordering the lattice at the lower

critical point. Near Tc the intervortex interaction energy decreases with the decrease in vortex density as the

field is lowered, and the pinning energy goes to zero with the condensation energy. Lower critical points due to

pinning disorder occur only if the pinning strength near Tc dominates the vortex interaction strength. Weak



pinners like electron induced point defects and oxygen vacancies are evidently not strong enough to disorder the

lattice at high temperature, while strong pinners like proton-induced point defects and heavy ion tracks

overcome the vortex interaction energy near Tc and disorder the lattice enough to destroy fwst order melting.

4. Upper critical point

4.1 Point defects

F@re 4 summarizes the effect of electron- and proton-induced point defects on the melting line. The inset

shows the melting line before electron irradiation, after irradiation with 1MeV electrons to a dose of 1 x 1019

e/cm2, and after successive anneals at temperatures between 100 “C and 240 ‘C as indicated in the caption. The

initial electron irradiation dramatically lowers the upper critical point. Successive anneals gradually remove the

point defects and the upper critical point recovers as shown, with no apparent effect on the low field region.

The annealing measurements show that increasing point defect density due to electron irradiation systematically

lowers the upper critical point. A similar lowering of the upper critical point by proton-induced defects can be

seen in dp/dT plotted in Figure 3, and in the phase diagram derived from this data shown in the main panel of

Figure 4. In this crystal the upper critical point is above the highest measuring field, 8 T, before irradiation and

moves down to -7 T after a dose of 1.5x 1015p/cm2 as shown in Figure 4. The widths and heights of the peaks

in dp/dT indicate that the upper critical point moves down in field with increasing proton-induced point defect

density.

Figure 4 shows an important feature of the effect of point disorder on melting. The first order transition can

disappear in at least two ways. In electron irradiated samples, the upper critical point moves down with point

disorder, while the lower critical point remains virtually unaffected. Vortex disorder creeps down from high

fields, randomizing the lattice and destroying first order melting. In contrast, proton-induced disorder

simultaneously drives the upper critical point down and the lower critical point up. The vortex lattice and first
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order melting are squeezed out by the merging of the two critical points. The existence of two disordered states

in the case of proton-induced point disorder raises the interesting question of whether and in what ways they

differ. A quantitative theoretical picture of these point disordered states is not yet available.

4.2 Line defects

The effect of random line defects on melting is strongest at low

transition is transformed into a higher order Bose glass transition.

fields, where the first order lattice melting

With increasing field, it is reasonable to

expect that the impact of the line defects diminishes, as the pinned vortices are heavily outnumbered by

interstitial vortices. Such behavior is seen in Figure 5, which shows the resistive phase diagram derived from

data like that in Figure 1 for the unirradiated crystal and for the B~ = 1000 G crystal. Just above the lower

critical point, the first order melting transition occurs at the same temperature and field in both crystals,

suggesting that line defects have no noticeable effect at these fields. Remarkably, at higher field a new effect of

line defects becomes visible. The first order melting transition is raised in temperature and field by line defects,

opposite to the effect of point defects which depress the first order melting point. Moreover, the upper critical

point itself is raised by line defects, extending first order melting to higher fields. The enhancement of the

upper critical point is shown in detail in Figure 1, where the peak in dp/dT can be seen up to 11 T in the

irradiated crystal but only to 9 T in the unirradiated one.

These unexpected high field effects of line defects cannot be due to their random lateral placement

disordering the lattice, since that effect is lost above the lower critical point. Rather, the origin of the high field

effects is the line character of the defects. Line defects tend to straighten vortices, reducing their lateral

wandering. The enhancement of the first order melting temperature and the upper critical point indicates that

vortex wandering and entanglement are essential features of the liquid and disordered states at high field. This

conclusion is confirmed by the response of the high field liquid and disordered states to point defects as shown

in Figures 3 and 4. Point defects promote vortex wandering and entanglement, and they depress both the first
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order melting transition and the upper critical point. This conclusion is further confirmed by the behavior of

fully oxygenated crystals with little oxygen vacancy disorder, where the upper critical point is enhanced to

above 26 T*Sor 30 T.17

Our results suggest a qualitative difference between the low field and high field disordered states in the

presence of point defects. The low field disordered state is stabilized by both point and line defects, as if the

primary form of disorder were the random lateral displacement of the vortices by defects. The high field

disordered state, however, is stabilized by point defect but destabilized by line defects. This implies that not

only lateral disorder but also longitudinal disorder in the form of vortex wandering and entanglement plays an

important role in the high field behavior. The importance of lateral randomization in the low field disordered

vortex structure and of longitudinal wandering and entanglement in the high field disordered structure may be

key features distinguishing the two disordered states.

In summary, we present new systematic data revealing the separate roles of point and line disorder on first

order melting and the upper and lower critical points of YBCO. Line defects and strong point pins induce a

well defined lower critical point separating a disordered vortex state at lower field from a lattice at higher field.

Critical scaling of the I-V curves identifies the low field disordered state in the presence of line defects as a

Bose glass. The occurrence of a Bose glass and a vortex lattice in the same crystal introduces a new level of

complexity and richness to the vortex phase diagram. In the case of point defects, neither the low field nor the

high field disordered states can be identified as a vortex glass, and their natures remain mysterious.

Remarkably, line defects raise the upper critical point even though their disordering effect on the lateral vortex

positions is lost at the lower critical point. This implies that longitudinal vortex wandering and entanglement

are important factors in the disordered state above the upper critical point.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Top panel: resistivity of untwinned YBCO irradiated with 1.4 GeV 208 Pb 56+ ions to a dose matching
field B~ of 1000 G. Middle panel: temperature derivative of the resistivity, dp/dT before irradiation. Lower

panel: temperature derivative of the resistivity, dp/dT, after irradiation to a matching field of 1000 G. The
cross-hatched peak defines first order melting.

Figure 2 I-V curves of the B+ = 100(3G crystal, showing a smooth transition from linear to non-linear as the

temperature decreases. The inset shows the scaling expected for a Bose glass.

Figure 3 dp/dT for an untwinned crystal of YBCO before and after 9 MeV proton irradiation to doses of
1 x 1015 p/cm2 and 1.5x 1015 p/cm2. The inset shows the behavior at low fields, where the first order melting
peak persists to below 500 G. The temperature axis is normalized to Tco, the zero field resistive transition in the
unirradiated crystal.

Figure 4 The phase diagram of the proton irradiated YBCO crystal of Figure 3. The inset shows the phase
diagram of an untwinned crystal irradiated with 1 MeV electrons to a dose of 1 x 1019 e/cm2, followed by
annealing for 4 hrs at 100°C (al), 4 hrs at 150”C (a2), 4 hrs at 200”C (a3), and 8 hrs at 240”C (a4). The arrows
mark the positions of the upper critical point after each anneal. The temperature axis is normalized to Tco, the

zero field resistive transition in the unirradiated crystal.

Figure 5 H-T phase diagram for the untwinned crystal of Figure 1 before and after irradiation with 1.4 GeV
208pb56+ ions to a dose matchingfield B@of 1000 G. The points above the upper critical points are the

irreversibility lines determined from a resistivity criteria of 0.01 @-cm. The inset shows the position of the
lower critical point after heavy ion irradiation to matching fields B~ of 50 G, 500 G, and 1000 G. The

temperature axis of the inset is normalized to Tco, the zero field resistive transition in the unirradiated crystal.
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